Clinical Software Innovations (CSI) thanks you for your interest in our
Wound Area Software.
The following are direct screen shots from the Wound Areas software
that are meant to illustrate some of its many useful features. Of course
the best experience is to actually use the software. For this reason we
offer a fully functional, completely free trial download that can be
accessed via www.clinsoft.org or through www.bimeco.org
The basic processing of wound images to obtain wound measurements,
such as wound area, length, width and perimeter, are done in common
using either the WoundAreas Professional version or using the
WoundAreas Premium version The main difference between these two
versions is that the Premium version has a Report feature that functions
in association with Excel (any version).
If you should have any questions please contact us at csi@clinsoft.org

Plantar ulcer processed
using only x-calibration
Area, length, width and
perimeter of the wound
are immediately shown.
All data and the traced
image can be saved
and later recalled for
review and printing.
It can also be made
part of a report in the
Premium version.
Complete processing
of this wound image
(import, calibration
and tracing and save)
took less than 60 sec.

Venous ulcer processed
using x and y-calibration
This feature is useful
If the photographic
angle is not close to 90o
or lens-target distance
is variable between
treatment sessions.
In this image the vertical
calibration scale is
off-vertical.
The shape factor is an
index of the circularity
of the wound which may
be useful to track shape
changes with treatment.

Complex shaped
venous ulcer
shown before
tracing.
Processed image
Is shown on the
Next page.

Complex shaped
venous ulcer
shown after
tracing.
This illustrates the
software’s ability
to deal with
complex shapes
and its ability to
exclude traced
interior island
regions that are
healed or need
to be excluded for
other reasons.
Checking the
Islands box will
Automatically
subtract all
interior islands
from total area.

Wound features can be easily assessed
and documented using the Report
feature in the Premium version. This
shows the Wound Description page

Wound measurements can be easily imported
to the report so that sequential changes in
wound area and other parameters can be
documented and automatically plotted.
Information concerning the wound description,
notes, the traced wound image and the area
plots can be transferred to a formatted
REPORT page for documentation and
Summary with simple button clicks.

This is an example of a formatted REPORT page
that is ready for printing and review

